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Want to roll into spring 
with some awesome,  
socially conscious LBT 
wimmin/
womyn/
women? Then 
join us as we 
make  
Vietnamese 
spring rolls 
and  
collaborate on a mural  
project. 

  “I2I women have been 
wanting to do something 
like this for a long time.” 

reflects co-organizer Liz 
Thomson, “I’m glad it’s going 
to happen.”  

  If you want to 
participate, just 
bring a good  
attitude and i2i 
will provide the 
rest. We look 
forward to  
seeing some new 

and old faces. Gerber/Hart is 
located right off the Granville 
Red Line stop; #36 CTA Bus. 
Street parking is available. 
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Roll Into Spring with i2i’s Women’s Spring Roll Party 

By Dwight Okita 

  On Friday, February 29, Lola 
and I co-hosted an event aimed 
at exploring how we as queer 
APIs mate, date, and relate. Eight 
brave souls attended the  
first-ever STORY OF MY HEART 

event at my place for sharing and  
discussion. Starting with an  
icebreaker, Lola, Alana, Elisa, 
Coman, Liz, Sokhom, I Li, and I 
lined up from left to right  
according to our comfort level in 
sharing our heart stories with the 
group. Then, we introduced  
ourselves and shared why we 
chose to stand where we did. We 
agreed that while we could share 
content from this dialogue, we 
would not reveal specific  
identities of who said what for 
confidentiality. 

  I had encouraged people to 
bring a show-and-tell object  
connected to their story. One 
woman held up a lovely wooden 
necklace given to her by her love. 
Inhaling the scent of the necklace 
before passing it around, she 
recounted how her lover was 
amazing, and how, when they 
were together, she felt amazing, 
too. And rather than defining  
herself with the traditional binary 
male/female categories, she felt 
most comfortable defining herself 
as “gender queer.” 

Saturday, March 29 

12:00-3:00 p.m. 

Gerber/Hart Library 

1127 W. Granville 

Free 

About half the group was currently in  
long-term relationships and half the group 
was not. Some people mentioned that while 
having a partner can be wonderful— being  
unpartnered and having a rich life is a valid 
option as well. We closed with a broader 
question for the group: “What did you learn 
about love from watching your parents?” Look 
for the next STORY OF MY HEAERT event to 
be slated for some time in spring or summer. 
If you want to be put on the reservation list,  
e-mail me at dwight_o@hotmail.com. 



By Liz Thomson 

  On an early, snowy February 
day, I left to attend the annual 
Creating Change Conference 
in Detroit, MI. After a slight 
delay due to de-icing the 
plane, I readied myself for an 
intense and educational  
weekend. 

  I have attended Creating 
Change a couple of times, and 
I am always thoroughly  
impressed by not only the 
flash and flare of the whole  
setup, but the breadth and 
depth of all the sessions. 

  I mostly attended LGBT 
Higher Ed sessions, as I was 
attending this for work.  
However, I found the time to 
attend a lot of API sessions 
and most importantly the  
caucus and to hear updates on 
the recently formed National 
Queer API Alliance (NQAPIA). 

  Three and a half days later, I 
clicked my heels… and just 
like Dorothy, I was back 
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From top left and  
clockwise: Karl and Liz 

pose with outgoing  
Executive Director  

Matt Foreman; Group 
photo of LGBTQ API  

Caucus; Pauline Park leads 
a transracial adoption 
workshop; Creating 

Change Award Recipient 
Mia Mingus for her  
disability and API  

activism 

Q: How has life changed being a dad?
A: Life has changed a 
lot since becoming a 
dad, 
mostly in terms of 
priority and time  
commitment, which 
I feel I had been  
longing for.   
Everything we do now 
revolves around 
her.  She pretty much 
dictates our  
schedules.  She's only 
3 months and not 
sleeping through the 
night yet, so we're 
having to wake up 
several times during the night to feed 
her.  She's always with one of us, if 

not with my mom who helps to 
babysit.  We plan 
everything around 
her.  It's amazing 
how much power 
a little baby has in 
our household.  
She basically runs 
our  
household...and 
we're loving every 
minute of it. 
 
Q:  What’s the 
most challenging 
part?  
A: The most  
challenging I think 

is having to work together with your 
partner who will not always see eye to 

Two Daddies and a Baby; An Interview from the Crib 

home. To find out more about Creating Change visit The Task 
Force’s site at www.creatingchange.org. 

eye with you.  Pedro and I have  
always been very different in so many 
ways, which is why we love each 
other I think, but we realize how our  
differences can get in the way of our 
parenting as a team.  We've always 
been able to work out our differences, 
but I think it becomes more  
challenging when you have a little 
baby because your emotions are 
heightened and your protective 
mechanism as a parent is triggered, 
not to mention the fact that you lack 
sleep. 
 
Q: How’s your partner dealing with 
fatherhood? 
A: Pedro is in heaven!  He loves being 
a dad and wouldn't trade it for the  

(Cont’d on Page 3) 
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A Family Recipe 

2 packages of unflavored gelatin mixed with ½ cup cold water 
3 cups boiling water 
1 cup light cream 
2/3 cup sugar 
3 teaspoons almond extract 

 

First add the gelatin* to the ½ cup cold water. Stir in the almond extract. Meanwhile boil the 
3 cups of water in a pot. Add the gelatin mixture to the boiling water. Add the sugar and 
cream, stirring steadily. Bring to a boil and remove from heat. Pour into a container that 
won’t shatter from the heat -- a pyrex casserole dish is ideal. The liquid shouldn’t be deeper 
than 1.5 inches. Cool and refrigerate until firm. Cut into cubes with a sharp knife and transfer 
it to a bowl. Pour a can of lychees and longans on top. I also like to tear up pieces of canned 
jackfruit and put that on top as well. 
------------------------ 
* You can also make this with agar-agar instead of gelatin if you want it to be vegan, but it’s harder to get the consistency right. The  
flavorings work the same, but I would advise altering the liquid/agar proportion to fit whatever it says on the agar-agar package. 

Almond Dessert 
From Alana  

(Cont’d from Page 2) 

world.  I feel the same way. He's  
fortunate he was able to get a 6 week 
paid leave from work, in order to bond 
with the baby.  I was a little envious 
of him because he gets to spend a lot 
of time with her and witness her little 
stages.  He's always calling me at 
work to tell me all the things that the 
baby did during the day.  I think we 
need to demand from our employers 
equal parental paid leave for adoptive 
parents and for birth fathers, who also 
need time to bond with their baby. 
 
Q: Any advice to others about being a 
parent? 
A: If you're considering becoming a 
parent, I'd say go for it.  Just know 
what you're getting yourself 
into.  Also know that there are many 
myths about parenthood, like you 
have no time for yourself and your 
partner or no time to travel.  Pedro 
and I schedule quality time for just 
the two of us every Sunday night, 
while mom watches the baby.  We 
value that time for ourselves because 
it helps to strengthen our relationship 
which existed before the baby  
arrived.  We also plan to go to Spain 
again in July to introduce the baby to 
Pedro's family who is dying to meet 

her.  There are many ways around 
scheduling, as long as you are  
surrounded by a good support  
system, which Pedro and I are very 
fortunate to have.  My parents and 
family love the baby and our friends 
are always volunteering to babysit 
her.  We have not had any problems 
getting babysitters.  In fact, our 
friends complain that we don't ask 
them to babysit. 
 
Q: Have you thought about when 
you’ll talk to her about being gay? 
A: I think we have some time before 
we talk to her about being gay.  My 
sense is she'll know in due time that 
our family is different from others in 
that she has two dads, and she'll be 
asking us why that is. However, she'll 
also be exposed to a growing  
community of LGBT families so that 
she'll know her family is not entirely 
unique.  The Cradle, where we 
adopted her, has a growing population 
of same-sex adoptive parents who 
often get together for picnics and  
parties.  I think this is a trend in the 
LGBT community, and I think it is a 
good one because it is changing the 
gay stereotype.  



by Coman Poon 

What makes a city “more creative” 
and/or more supportive of its artists, 
who, directly or indirectly, provide city 
coffers with cultural tourism dollars? 

  I am an Arts-informed Therapist, 
Coach and Community Developer with 
a background in Communications, 
Development and Government  
Relations.  My life as an artist  
precedes a decade-long immersion in 
the not-for-profit arts, culture and 
community media sectors that 
spanned from the mid-eighties to the 
present.  Parallel to this period, a time 
when urban Canada experienced a 
steep population growth and concomi-
tant diversification, the provincial 
capital city I lived and thrived in —
Toronto, Ontario— underwent a  
cultural transformation and civic 
maturation and emerged as one of the 
most vibrant, diverse and liveable 
places in the world.  

  As someone who has diversely  
participated at both the microscopic 
and macroscopic levels within the 
umbrella ‘creative sector’, I love and 
value the city of Toronto for  
embodying a number of  
characteristics that make it such a 
great place to live: 1) a linguistic and 
ethnic mosaic that is at once  
integrated and full of (celebrated) 
difference, 2) a top-down vision of 
cultural and economic vibrancy that 
sits alongside (and often 'dialogues' 
with) more organic bottom-up  
manifestations of urban artistic and 
cultural life and 3) the civic pride of 
embodying the rarified ideal of being 
an organically developed 'global  
village' that greets the new and the 
innovative with a relatively open heart 
and open mind.  These traits serve as 
key reference points in my everyday 
engagements in my newly adopted 
home, the wondrously planned  
Chicago, sister city to Toronto and a 
Great Lakes metropolis of historically 
class-demarcated and ethnically  
segregated neighborhoods.   

  However city-dwellers might all wish 
it to be, no city is an island.  Both the 
State of Illinois and the Province of 
Ontario lack the political will to move 
forward on providing ongoing funding 
and key infra/structural support to the 
arts in their respective densely  
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populated cities.   More and more, the 
noble intent to celebrate (and not just 
‘tolerate’) diversity shows its happy 
face in formulaic, publicly-funded 
best-of-the-world festivals and high- 
profile annual art and culture  
showcases.  In the age where 
‘knowledge’ and ‘creativity’ are touted 
as the new engines of the globalized 
economy, these instances of urban 
artistic and cultural activity look good 
on paper and is by and large what city 
tourism boards and government  
bureaucracies utilize to market cities 
to tourists and 
NGOs in the scram-
ble to vie respec-
tively for cultural 
tourism dollars and/
or the honor of 
being designated a 
UNESCO-sanctioned 
“Creative City.”   

In the same superficial way that  
culinary or musical showcases have 
the best intentions but always end up 
looking like a post-colonial parade of 
cultural booty, measuring the artistic 
and cultural output of a city merely by 
quantifiable variables like  economic 
impact falls short of seeing the true 
importance and roles of arts and  
culture in creating and sustaining civil 
society.  True understanding and  
authentic celebration of the arts not 
only respects both the professional 
and the emerging artist, supports the 
established as well as the cutting edge 
art-forms as well as encourages the 
symbiotic exchange between arts, 
economy and community health, it 
envisions city life as living art.    

  What do we mean by “living art”? 
How do we nurture this set of indelibly 
tangible but most mercurial urban 
characteristics some might identify 
and label as a “Creative City”?  
Creativity coach and trainer Eric 
Maisel posed the opening question 
and contextualized that: “One  
challenge for city planners and  
tourism professionals interested in the 
“creative city” model is how to alert 
customers to the fact that a creative 
city is much more than its museum, 
theaters, art galleries, and symphony 
halls. It is a place where artists 
gather, a place whose attraction for 
tourists is that all around them is the 
culture they crave—in the  

conversations taking place next to 
them at a local café, in the mural  
hiding between two buildings, in the 
energy and pulse of the city, in the 
odd, off-beat events that can’t be 
planned for, like the spontaneous  
appearance of a mime or a string 
quartet setting up in a downtown 
square.”  I would add that  
fundamental to the socio-cultural 
health of a creative city is the  
dynamic nature of its network of 
neighborhoods and public spaces 
where citizens and tourists alike can 

co-inhabit, interact and 
derive a deeper sense of 
shared belonging.   

  In contrast, within the 
for-profit and not-for-
profit models, the 
arts and culture 
‘industries’ are often 
considered as an  

afterthought and/or justified as a tool 
for achieving one goal or another 
(such as economic gain or  
neighborhood revitalization).  This is 
not a new observation.  These  
utilitarian valuations of the  
relationship between art and urban 
culture are sometimes juxtaposed to 
each other and sometimes disguised 
as each other.  Creative capital  
theorist Richard Florida is not exempt 
from this crime of delimiting and  
distorting the perennial and essential 
functions of the arts in society in  
service of propelling a theoretical 
framework around urban  
regeneration.  The connection  
between art and culture and urban 
vibrancy is neither statistical nor  
mysterious.  It is simply about  
attenuating to the social and cultural 
capital of a city: building upon  
existing relationships and connections 
between strangers. Any community 
developer or arts practitioner will tell 
you that within the process of  
creation, it is essential that the end 
should not overshadow the process of 
discovery and living.   

  Living creatively is not just about 
being arts-filled but needs to be 
viewed as fundamentally about  
facilitating and celebrating the  
connection between people.  As a civic 
priority, the arts (and by extension, 
all creative activities and professions) 
need to be innovatively woven into 

What do we 
mean by  

“living art?”  
“ 

” 
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the fabric of city life while keeping in 
mind that the expressions of the 
unique few need to be valued and 
nurtured alongside more populist  
artistic and cultural expressions.  The 
investment pays off both immediately 
as well as over the long term.   

  Take a look at the leading example 
of providing free access to all museum 
and art galleries across the Province 
of Quebec in Canada.  In the city of 
Montréal, this bold yet simple cultural 
policy affects and engages everyone—
residents and tourists, children,  
seniors and the working professional 
class alike— in diverse urban  
showcases of art and culture they 
may otherwise be prevented or  
discouraged from accessing.  As a 
visitor and cultural voyeur, I come 
away with so much more than just 
relief of monetary expenditure but 
rather an opportunity to experience 
first-hand how this so-called ‘perk’ is 
just one manifestation of French-
Canadian society’s valuation of the 
arts.  Its embrace reifies the  
important connection between culture 
and identity, specifically in this case, 
how Montréalers’ so-called “work-to-
live” ethic (as opposed to the other 
way around) and 
the presiding  
priorities of  
arts-integrated 
Quebec society 
inform a unique 
and vibrant way 
of life.  When it 
comes to urban 
dynamism,  
nothing— not 
even the glossiest 
and best written  
marketing  
materials—  
replaces the  
testimony of lived 
experience.   

  What is the 
cause of the dis-
integration between art and life?  In 
the West, creativity is stereotypically 
identified with the arts.  As mediums 
of communication and producers of 
culture within society, contemporary 
artists are forced either into a  
capitalist or not-for-profit production 
model and either shoved onto a  
pedestal or to the margins of society.  

With few exceptions, more than ever 
in our globalized world, we see art 
and artful living less as an integral 
and essential part of urban life (the 
way we might view ubiquitous  
supermarkets, electric power or mass 
transportation for instance) and more 
as a commodity and/or trend for the 
privileged few.  Art is reduced to  
being disposable, reproducible and 
largely, a means to an (economic) 
end.  Within such creative confines, 
artists -as a subset of the class of the 
working poor- are ironically forced to 
be ‘creative’ by becoming extra re-
sourceful, resilient and responsive/
forward looking.  Just as engaging in 
post-secondary education primarily for 
intellectual exploration is less and less 
affordable to greater numbers of  
people, within a capitalist-consumerist 
framework, so-called ‘art-for-art’s 
sake’ (and all non-product-oriented 
activity) is marginalized and  
re-appraised as a luxury or idle  
pastime.  

  To counteract this class-stratified 
trend, city planners, in conjunction 
with both private and public  
stakeholders, need to act like an  
artist-gardener, to serve as the  

catalyst and incubator for stimulating 
artistic growth and exchange. For this 
intent to blossom, the process needs 
to be asset-based, meaning that it 
needs to be community-lead and 
driven at all stages.  Engaging as an 
“artist-gardener” does not require one 
to map out and control everything but 
rather, to listen and to know a  

community deeply, to nurture the 
tender process of co-creating art and 
community and to support the growth 
of unique arts-informed urban  
micro-cultures proactively and  
strategically.  The intent to create and 
sustain genuine connection between 
strangers is the seed and multi-
various ways of participating in an 
artful life or an art-filled culture the 
soil upon which this vibrant picture of 
creative urban living can be realized.     

  In a city like Chicago, where  
investment in arts and culture seems 
always to be guided by what has the 
image of being “bigger and better,” 
the above values translate into  
creating diverse arts & culture urban 
environments that are counteractively 
and decidedly localized so that change 
is more organically achieved and  
remains responsive and relevant.   
After all, this is what makes the 
Queen West neighborhood in Toronto, 
the Marais district in Paris or Pren-
zlauer Berg in (former) East Berlin an  
attractor for artists.  And what  
attracts artists has an inevitable  
longer-term impact on urban  
development, economic  
stimulation and creative draw. 

 



By Liz Thomson 

  This past December 2007, I  
traveled for the first time since 
I was a baby to my homeland  
Vietnam. It was scary,  
amazing, overwhelming, and 
life-changing. Why do I write 
this in the i2i newsletter? For 
many reasons. First, I can’t 
say enough to my friends in i2i 
who emotionally and  
financially supported me  
before, during, and after my 
trip. Second, it is vital for the 

LGBT communities 
and the API  
communities to  
remember those who 
come to both  
communities via 
transracial,  
transnational  
adoptions. Third, I 
hope to return in the 
very near future to 
Vietnam. Not only to 
visit more and get 
more information  
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personally, but also to  
research more about  
Vietnamese women’s gender 
roles and sexualities. 
  The first picture shown here 
is me at a couple of months 
old with Bay, a woman who 
lived with Ma in Saigon (now 
called Ho Chi Minh City). She 
took care of me only second to 
Ma.  

  The second picture is with 
her 33 years later. I went to 
Vietnam with an old address 
for her and to my surprise it 
was still correct. I visited her 
on my last day of my trip. She 
still had old photographs, too 
of me, my sister, and Ma. 

  I went to Vietnam with not a 
lot of expectations. I felt 
grateful just to be in the  
country. However, what  
resulted was an entirely new 
perspective and feeling of 
hope. You can learn more 
about my trip at 
www.backtovietnam.org. 

Eventful Love by Sokham Cheng 
The sky is broken and the window shatters to the ground as I looked at you with relief yet you merely saved me from this chaotic moment, mess, situation 

 I looked back as you stare into my eyes hopelessly yet to communicate your sympathy for me 

 As I gesture my thankfulness of your sympathy back I wondered if you could embrace me 

 I need your warmth and comfort from this cold event 

I just, I just needed a warm hug because I am numbing cold with gray stares away 

 Breathing heavily yet calming myself down 

You should have given me your shoulder 

Your shoulder so that I could cry on, and express my moment with you, aimful toward you for being there for me 

 And the distance you gave me was as cold as ice yet your warm gentle eyes seemed to be honest yet lost and bewildered 

 You are like a little boy trying to figure me out yet you do not know how to do it  

To comfort outside of you 

 I still think that you gave me warmth when you are near 

More than the usual as if we exchange something in return for one another 

Yet this is merely a capsule of drug to my addiction 

Addiction for you like an ongoing crave for you, that lives and greeds to its own extent 

 I know I want you inside more and more 

Yet I could merely have but the touch of your hands  
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By Lola Lai Jong 

  Sabai-dee, which I later 
learned was Lao for “hello,” was 
over on Broadway by Balmoral, 
so I could walk there to meet Liz 
for lunch. We had both recently 
noticed the Grand Opening sign 
for this restaurant, and were 
curious; neither of us had tried 
this regional 
fare. I had just 
gotten back 
from visiting 
friends in the 
Southwest. And 
Liz was soon on 
her way to  
Vietnam, the 
first time going 
back to her 
birthplace, since 
coming with her adopting 
mother to live in America  

  “I’d like to have some soup,” 
Liz said, as we approached the 
glassed steam table. A woman 
stood behind the counter,  
patiently waiting for our order. 
When we asked her to  
recommend another dish to go 
with the soup, she told us, “The  
sausage is freshly handmade 
everyday.” I was remembering 
a time long ago—standing  
behind a different glass counter, 
pen and paper in hand, waiting 
for the customer’s order at 
Diana’s Chop Suey, but that’s 
another story—when a man with 
a big camera perched on his 
shoulder, flipped on the spot-
light, and seemed to point it  
toward where we stood. What 
was going on?  

  “After building a fence for my 
friend, Mona,” I shared, as we 

sat down at a table by the  
window, “I went over to  
Charlene and Cheri’s in White 
River for T-Day. The next day 
I met another friend in  
Phoenix. Kaweah took me to a 
restaurant called, Lola’s, 
where we ate yummy tapas.” 

  “Your friend that you built 
the fence for, is 
she the same 
person you built 
the deck for last 
year?” Liz asked. 
The cameraman 
turned to film the 
bustle of people 
emerging from 
the kitchen.  
Another man was 
alternately  

talking with the cameraman 
and then with the others, as 
they arranged some colorful 
dishes on a table across from 
where we sat. 

  “Oh, that looks like the guy 
who does Hungry Hound,” Liz 
recognized. “What’s that?” I 
asked. “It’s a segment of the 
news on one of the local TV 
channels, where he reports on 
different restaurants around 
Chicago,” she answered. 
“They must be filming a  
segment for that.” “Well, 
how about that!” I  
commented. 

  The cameraman came 
over to our table after the 
soup and sausage dish  
arrived, and asked if he 
could film us eating. “But 
of course,” we replied. I 
stifled the urge to hold up 
the copy of Windy City 

Restaurant Review of Laotian Cuisine 
Times that I had just picked 
up on the way here. Liz’s  
picture was on the front page 
sidebar, and an in depth  
interview with her that I had 
submitted was inside this  
issue. She autographed it for 
posterity. 

  Indeed, what Liz recognized 
was what was going on, Kevin 
Wong, proprietor of Sabai-dee 
told us a little later. He wrote 
down the time and date that 
this segment would be aired, 
and taught us how to use our 
fingers to pick up the sticky 
rice that was served with the 
sausage, saying, “This is how 
Lao people eat this dish.” I 
wanted to try many more 
dishes, but this time, there 
were only two of us. Maybe 
next time, we can come to  
Sabai-dee with a crowd!  

SIDENOTE: Lola and Liz did 
make it on 
the ABC’s 
Hungry 
Hound! 
Way to go! 

Sabai-dee 
Laotian Cusine 

5359 N Broadway 
(773) 506-0880  
$3-7; Good size  

portions 

The  
sausage is 

freshly  
handmade  
everyday. 

“ 
” 



I2I is a community group for Asian Pacific Islanders who identify 

as gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, queer or questioning. 

Started in 2004, the group has grown from four to 70 in only a 

few years. This shows there is definitely a need for an 

inclusive gender, GLBTQQ API organization in Chicago. We are 

always looking for new and fun things to do. We welcome your 

comments/suggestions. Please let us know if you are a person 

with a disability and need accommodations. 

Please e-mail us at chicagoi2i@yahoo.com 

www.chicagoi2i.org  
chicagoi2i@yahoo.com 
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B a c k  C o v e r  

By I Li  

  I2I had its annual potluck on 
Sunday, January 13. It was at 
I Li and his boyfriend-
Howard's place. Many i2i 
members and some of their 
friends came. There were 25 
people. Many people brought 
dishes like: polenta, samosa, 
ginger chicken, deviled soy 
eggs, dumplings, crab  
rangoon, Thai noodles, 
almond pudding with tropical 
fruits and etc. Coman also 
helped make a float with  
sherbert, ginger ale and fruits. 

Annual Potluck Huge Success 

While people were enjoying 
the food, Li asked everyone to 
share the reason for the 
dishes they brought. 

  Dwight brought a light box, 
it's a square box of light that 
helps people with Seasonal 
Affective Disorder (SAD). It's 
like looking out the window on 
a sunny summer day. Five 
people were able to fill out our 
i2i survey online. Overall, it 
was a great event! It brought 
many folks together on a cold 
winter day. enjoy each other's  
company and hang out.  

  Many thanks to everyone 
who attended. We look  
forward to next years’ food 
and company! 

Call For Core Members 
 
As we have grown and seen the need for a comfortable, organized form of structure, i2i has a call 
out for Core Members. These Core Members are expected to help guide the infrastructure and  
cohesion of the general i2i group. If you are interested in being a Core Member, please e-mail 
Dwight at chicagoi2i@yahoo.com and respond to the following questions: 

 

 1) What three i2i events have you attended;  
 2) Why you want to be a Core Member;  
 3) Which area of i2i would you like be more involved in  
 (membership, programming, fundraising, advocacy, etc.); and  
 4) Your commitment to group cohesion 
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